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Lesson 3 
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LESSON III. 

 

 

 

 
 

a fan   a hat 

 

Anna  and  Dan. 

Anna  has  a  fan. 

Dan  has  a  hat. 

Anna  can  fan.  
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LESSON XXXIV. 
 

  

boy    our    spoil    own    coil    noise    fourth 

such    join    thank    about    hoist    pay    July    playing 
 

"Papa, may we have the big flag?" said James.  

"What can my little boy do with such a big flag?"  

"Hoist it on our tent, papa. We are playing Fourth of July."  

 
 

"Is that what all this noise is about? Why not hoist your own 

flags?"  

"Oh! They are too little."  

"You might spoil my flag."  

"Then we will all join to pay for it. But we will not spoil it, 

papa."  

"Take it, then, and take the coil of rope with it."  

"Oh! Thank you."  
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Read the consonant sound, then the short vowel sound, and then the two combined.  
 

f  a         fa    
f  e         fe 
f  i         fi 
f   o        fo  
f  u         fu  

 
  ba    fi    di    bu    fe    

do    de   bo   fu     
da   fo    be 
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Word Pairs 
 
Start on the left and sound out the words. The second pair of words rhyme with the first set. 
When words end with the same letters, they usually rhyme. 

bad lid   had kid 

mad Dan  sad man 

ban sin  can pin 

fan men  ran ten 

bat top  cat mop 

fat pet   hat wet 

hot mat  got rat   

ten men  hot sun  pet cat 

rat bit   get pot  did hop 

After this point the font will change to distinguish capital “I” from lowercase “l.”  
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AI 

 
You learned that ee and ea both say E. Well, the rule that “when two vowels go 

awalking the first one does the talking” is true for other sounds too. We are first going 

to look at different ways to make the A sound, at different ways to make A say its 

name. One way is with the letters ai together.  

 
 

sail  tail  rail  wail  

pail  mail  nail  jail   

fail  trail  train  rain  

pain  gain  main  plain 

pair  hair  lair  maid  

paid  raid  laid  wait 

paint  faint   fair   dainty 

 
 

Use the pail and paint the plain train rail red. 

 

Deliver the mail quickly to the jail in the rain.  
 




